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One-dimensional ion-beam figuring (1D-IBF) can improve grazing-incidence

reflective optics, such as Kirkpatrick–Baez mirrors. 1D-IBF requires only one

motion degree of freedom, which reduces equipment complexity, resulting in

compact and low-cost IBF instrumentation. Furthermore, 1D-IBF is easy to

integrate into a single vacuum system with other fabrication processes, such as a

thin-film deposition. The NSLS-II Optical Metrology and Fabrication Group has

recently integrated the 1D-IBF function into an existing thin-film deposition

system by adding an RF ion source to the system. Using a rectangular grid, a 1D

removal function needed to perform 1D-IBF has been produced. In this paper,

demonstration experiments of the 1D-IBF process are presented on one

spherical and two plane samples. The final residual errors on both plane samples

are less than 1 nm r.m.s. The surface error on the spherical sample has been

successfully reduced by a factor of 12. The results show that the 1D-IBF method

is an effective method to process high-precision 1D synchrotron optics.

1. Introduction

Numerous synchrotron X-ray applications require high-

precision optics (Mimura et al., 2008; Yabashi et al., 2014). For

example, Kirkpatrick–Baez mirrors (KB mirrors) used to

focus X-ray beams require mirror surface errors to be less

than 1 nm r.m.s. in order to focus at the diffraction limit

(Yamauchi et al., 2011). With such grazing-incidence optics,

figure errors in the scattering plane, ’, blur the image by 2F2’,

where F2 is the image distance. Out-of-plane figure errors, !,

blur the image by 2!F2 sin�, where � is the scattering angle. As

a consequence, figure precision in the scattering plane is

typically 50 to 1000 times more important than out-of-plane

figure errors. Surface roughness is similarly more sensitive to

in-plane than to out-of-plane roughness. For this reason, often

only the tangential surface error needs to be corrected in

order for a mirror to meet application needs.

Ion-beam figuring (IBF) is a powerful technique to fabri-

cate high-precision optics. It has many advantages over

traditional optical fabrication processes, such as high deter-

minism, no load force, minimal surface and subsurface

damage, and minimal edge effects (Demmler et al., 2010; Franz

& Hänsel, 2010; Zhou et al., 2014). IBF is usually a two-

dimensional process where the whole optical surface is

scanned under the ion beam. However, it is possible to

machine grazing-incidence reflective optics, such as the KB

mirrors, by only scanning the ion beam along the tangential

direction. We called this IBF process one-dimensional IBF

(1D-IBF).
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1D-IBF needs only one motion degree of freedom.

Comparing with the general IBF system, which needs three or

five motion degrees of freedom (Liao et al., 2014a,b), 1D-IBF

greatly reduces the complexity of the figuring mechanism,

resulting in a compact and low-cost IBF plant. Furthermore, it

is easy to integrate 1D-IBF with other fabrication processes,

such as a thin-film deposition, into a single vacuum system. For

example, the NSLS-II Optical Metrology and Fabrication

Group at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) has

recently integrated the 1D-IBF function into an existing

deposition system which was built to fabricate multilayer Laue

lenses for NSLS-II beamlines (Conley et al., 2009). Our

experiments in this study were carried out on this modified

system.

2. Mathematical description

The normal IBF process can be described by a two-dimen-

sional convolution model (Drueding et al., 1995),

rðx; yÞ ¼ pðx; yÞ � �ðx; yÞ

¼
Rþ1

�1

Rþ1

�1

pðx� u; y� vÞ �ðu; vÞ du dv: ð1Þ

Here r(x, y) is the amount of material removed by the process;

p(x, y) is the removal function of the process, �(x, y) is the

dwell time in the process, and � stands for the convolution

operation.

Similarly, the 1D-IBF process can be described by a 1D

convolution model,

rðxÞ ¼ pðxÞ � �ðxÞ ¼
Rþ1

�1

pðx� uÞ �ðuÞ du: ð2Þ

Here r(x) is the amount of material removed by the process

along the x-axis; �(x) is the dwell time, and p(x) is the 1D

removal function of the process,

pðxÞ ¼ pðx; 0Þ: ð3Þ

The calculation of the dwell time � with the desired removal

amount r and the removal function p is a deconvolution

problem, and many algorithms are applicable (Drueding et al.,

1995; Zhou et al., 2007; Liao et al., 2014a). In our study, we use

an advanced matrix-based algorithm (Carnal et al., 1992; Zhou

et al., 2007) to calculate the dwell time because this algorithm

can handle edge data better.

3. Experiments

We first calibrated the removal function on a Si mirror. Then,

one spherical and two plane mirrors were processed by 1D-

IBF.

3.1. 1D-IBF process equipment

All 1D-IBF experiments were carried out on the thin-film

deposition system (Conley et al., 2009). The vacuum chamber

of this system is 23 feet in total length, 14" diameter. Lenses or

mirrors are loaded onto a linear-translation stage that moves

in one direction back and forth throughout the vacuum

system, riding on a stationary base and rail assembly. Besides

magnetron sources, which are used to perform thin-film

deposition, an RF ion source is installed on the system. This

RF ion source is used to clean substrates, and now can be used

to perform 1D-IBF. The ion source was modified to generate

an approximate 1D removal function by replacing the normal

circular accelerate grid with a rectangular grid (10 mm �

40 mm, shown in Fig. 1b).

As a narrow removal function can correct higher spatial

frequencies (Zhou et al., 2009), a 10 mm slit is added before

the mirrors to obtain a narrower removal function (Fig. 2). An

Al slit located at 20 mm from the mirror surface is used in this

study.
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Figure 1
Equipment used to perform 1D-IBF. (a) BNL self-developed deposition system. (b) Rectangular grid (10 mm � 40 mm) used to generate 1D removal
function.

Figure 2
Layout of our 1D-IBF setup.



3.2. Experiment to obtain 1D removal
function

Before performing the 1D-IBF

process, an experiment was conducted

to obtain the removal function. In this

experiment, the sample is a 100 mm-

diameter plane Si mirror. The ion beam

parameters were set to an ion voltage of

800 eV and an ion current of 27 mA. In

this test, three footprints of the removal

function were etched on the mirror

surface at positions x = �30 mm, x = 0,

x = 30 mm with different etching times

of 5 min, 10 min and 15 min, respec-

tively. The surface figure was examined

using a Zygo interferometer. The

measured surface figure maps before

and after the experiment are shown in

Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), respectively. The

amount of material removed in the test

can be calculated from these two figure

maps. Fig. 3(c) shows the removal on the

interested strip along the x-axis. This

result proves that the removal function

is nearly invariant with respect to the y-

coordinate. Fig. 3(d) is the projected map of Fig. 2(c) in the xz

plane. Fig. 3(d) shows very good linearity between the etching

time and material removed. The experimental removal func-

tion calculated from the data is 14.0 mm wide, with a

33 nm min�1 removal rate.

3.3. 1D-IBF experiments

To perform a 1D-IBF experiment the first step is to measure

the surface figure of the optical element. The difference

between the measured and the desired figure is then the

desired removal amount r(x). The dwell time �(x) can be

calculated using equation (2). We calculate the dwell times at

intervals of 1 mm. The sum of these dwell times is the desired

process time. Since the total time used to move between the

points at intervals of 1 mm on a line is much less compared

with the process time, we use the point machining mode in our

process.

In order to fully demonstrate our 1D-IBF processing

capabilities, we performed 1D-IBF experiments on one

spherical and two plane samples.

3.3.1. First 1D-IBF. The first 1D-IBF experiment was

performed on a 96 mm-long plane Si mirror. In this experi-

ment, the surface figure errors were measured using a Zygo

interferometer. The measurement results before and after the

experiments are shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively. The

surface error before the experiment is 24.7 nm peak-to-valley

(PV), 5.0 nm RMS. After 4 min of the 1D-IBF process, the

surface error was reduced to 5.6 nm PV, 0.6 nm RMS.

3.3.2. Second 1D-IBF. The second 1D-IBF experiment was

performed on a 90 mm-long plane Si mirror. In both these

second set of experiments the surface errors were measured

using a two-dimensional slope measuring system based on a

stitching Shack Hartmann optical head (Idir et al., 2014). This

new metrology tool offers very good options to perform ion

beam figuring finishing; it allows the possibility to perform
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Figure 3
1D removal function test results (etching times at x = �30 mm, x = 0, x = 30 mm were 5 min, 10 min
and 15 min, respectively). (a) Surface figure before experiment. (b) Surface figure after experiment.
(c) Removal on the interested strip along the x-axis. (d) Removal projected in the xz plane.

Figure 4
Results of the first 1D-IBF. (a) Surface error before experiment (24.7 nm
PV, 5.0 nm RMS). (b) Surface error after experiment (5.6 nm PV, 0.6 nm
RMS).



measurements of plane and highly curved optics with very

high accuracy. The two-dimensional slope measurement

results (already converted to height) before and after the

experiment are shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), respectively. The

surface error before the 1D-IBF experiment is 44.6 nm PV,

14.9 nm RMS. After 9 min of the 1D-IBF process, the surface

error was reduced to 4.0 nm PV, 0.72 nm RMS.

The roughness on the surface before and after the experi-

ment was investigated using a Zygo white-light inter-

ferometer. We measured nine points along the x-axis on the

surface. Each point covers an area of 0.351 mm � 0.263 mm

and is sampled by 640 � 480 pixels. The measurement results

in the RMS of each point, and their averages and standard

deviations (Std), are summarized in Table 1. The results show

that the roughness after the 1D-IBF process remains the same

as the initial roughness 0.339 nm r.m.s.

3.3.3. Third 1D-IBF. The third 1D-IBF experiment was

performed on an 80 mm-long spherical Si mirror. The two-

dimensional slope measurement results (already converted to

height) before and after the experiment are shown in Figs. 6(a)

and 6(b), respectively. The surface error before the 1D-IBF

experiment is 62.9 nm PV, 21.2 nm RMS. After 14 min of the

1D-IBF processing, the surface error was successfully reduced

by a factor of 12. The radius of curvature before and after the

1D-IBF experiment was unchanged at 24.3 m.

4. Conclusion

We have demonstrated 1D-IBF to machine grazing-incidence

synchrotron optics, such as KB mirrors. The 1D-IBF process,

compared with the conventional three-axis or five-axis motion

IBF process, requires only one motion axis. This greatly

reduces the complexity of the mechanism, resulting in a

compact and low-cost IBF system. Furthermore, it can be

easier to integrate with other vacuum processes into a single

vacuum system. For example, 1D-IBF and thin-film deposition

processes have been successfully built into one vacuum system

at BNL.

By employing a rectangular grid on a RF ion source and a

second Al slit, a 1D removal function has been produced.

Demonstration experiments of 1D-IBF process were

performed on one spherical and two plane mirrors. The

resulted residual errors on both plane samples are less than

1 nm r.m.s. The surface error on the spherical sample has been

successfully reduced by a factor of 12. The results show that

the 1D-IBF method is feasible and effective to process high-
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Figure 5
Results of the second 1D-IBF. (a) Surface error before experiment
(44.6 nm PV, 14.9 nm RMS). (b) Surface error after experiment (4.0 nm
PV, 0.72 nm RMS).

Figure 6
Results of 1D-IBF on spherical 1D optics. (a) Surface error before
experiment (62.9 nm PV, 21.2 nm RMS). (b) Surface error after
experiment (9.7 nm PV, 1.78 nm RMS).

Table 1
Surface roughness measurement results (units: nm).

Point number

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Average Std

Before 1D-IBF 0.343 0.342 0.340 0.339 0.340 0.337 0.335 0.339 0.338 0.339 0.002
After 1D-IBF 0.342 0.332 0.339 0.330 0.331 0.347 0.330 0.349 0.351 0.339 0.009



precision 1D synchrotron optics. This process must be, of

course, coupled with high-accuracy metrology.
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